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Secretary-General of the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs: Darb Al-Saai is a 

distinctive heritage destination

Ministers and Officials visit Darb Al-Saai’s activities and events

Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan Al Hammadi, Secretary-
General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, visited 
Darb Al Saai headquarters in Umm Salal yesterday 
evening, as he was briefed on a number of heritage 
and cultural events.

He added that the coincidence of the FIFA World 
Cup Qatar 2022 with the country›s National Day 
celebrations is very important, stressing that Darb Al-
Saai is a distinctive heritage destination for citizens, 
residents and World Cup fans. 

During the tour, H.E. learned about various events 
and activities such as Al-Shaqab area, Darb Al-Saai 
market, Al-Bidaa, Al-Izba and Al-Maqttar, Darb Al-
Saai theatre, and puppet theater. 

H.E. Mr. Mohammed bin Abdullah bin Mohammed Al Yousef Al-Sulaiti, Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs, H.E. 
Mr. Hamad bin Ahmed Al-Mohannadi, Secretary-General of the Council of Ministers, H.E. Dr. Hassan Al-Nama, H.E. 
Mr. Nasser bin Abdullah Al Roudan, Advisor at the Crown Prince of the sisterly State of Kuwait, H.E. Mr. Abdullah 
Yaqoub Bishara, former Secretary-General of GCC, and H.E. Mr. Hamad bin Saud Al-Sayyari, Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of the National Petrochemical Company (Petrochem), visited Darb Al-Saai headquarters in Umm Salal.

Along with H.E. Abdulrahman bin Hamad Al Thani, Minister of Culture, they toured Darb Al Saai and they were 
briefed on a number of heritage and cultural events. They also learned about Al Shaqab area, Darb Al Saai market, 
Al Bidda, Art Liwan, Al Izba, and other events and activities.

Al-DaamSarddal
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Art of Ceramic & Plastic Impress 

Innovators

Within the activities of the Art Liwan Exhibition, National 
Day Organizing Committee jointly organized educational 
interactive workshops for many arts, such as ceramic and 
plastic arts. This workshop attracted great deal of the visitors 
especially females who used to use old pottery tools while 
they made some household tools with their hands. These 
workshops also attracted World Cup fans of Darb Al-Saai 
visitors, who are interested in the artistic pieces and the 
colors that decorate the ceramic pieces. 

Ms. Mona Al-Badr, a visual artist, presents a set of exercises 
for visitors and those who wish to learn the hobby of 
drawing and painting. Ms. Nora Al-Kaabi presents ideas on 
how to paint ceramics and form them in attractive manner. 
Both of them praised the impressive organization of Darb 
Al-Saai, especially the facilities allocated to provide these 
artistic workshops.

Young visitors to Darb Al-Saai stand in a long line to reserve their turns in the shooting game, including Ali, a 
Qatari citizen, who visited Darb Al-Saai events and activities for the third time during the celebrations of National 
Day, where he stood in a queue of young people waiting for his turn to participate in this particular activity at 
Darb Al-Saai. Shooting is called “Al-Nasa” in the popular Qatari terminology, which is the art of shooting that has 
turned into a sport that has made its way to the world.
Ali has finished shooting the targets with an acceptable result, whether it was with a rifle or a bow and arrow. 
He recorded his results on the “passport” granted by the Darb Al-Saai management for children and youth, to 
document their participation in all activities and motivate them to pass on all sides of Darb Al Saai. He said that he 
enjoyed his participation very much, especially as he recalled the heritage of the ancestors in this authentic sport.

Shooting... a traditional sport that attracts young people

Al-MajdamiAl-Nokhatha
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Fajri Art in the eyes of Arab visitors.. An experience from Darb Al-Saai

A group of men carrying drums and singing traditional songs. In the past, Qatari divers used to start their evenings in the sea with 
the art of «Fajri» for divers and fishermen. They roamed in their traditional clothes in the events area. The visitors follow them 
with great admiration, while they sing this kind of beautiful Qatari traditional songs and chants.
Rudeina, a Tunisian visitor to Darb al-Saai, takes some photos by her phone. She said that she is very impressed by what she 
heard and saw, and she will post these photos on her social media accounts and send them to her friends and family in Tunisia. 
Rudeina, who came from Tunisia to encourage the Tunisian national team, extended her stay in Doha to participate in the 
activities accompanying the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. For the first time, she visited the activities held at Darb Al-Saai on the 
occasion of the National Day celebrations, and she noted that what Qatar presented during this period is impressive. In addition, 
she praised Qatar›s impressive organization of the World Cup and that represented the Arab and Islamic nation in an honorable 
representation, and that she is proud to attend these historical moments.

A number of citizens confirmed that the presence of Qatar 
nature-specific animals such as deer, ostrich, squid, horses, 
camels and falcons has given a great aesthetic dimension 
to the events of Darb Al-Saai, considering that there is also 
a message in their presence, which is that these animals are 
an integral part of Qatar’s national environment, and that 
we should preserve those animals that have settled Qatar›s 
land and lived on it for many centuries. Darb Al-Saai is an 
opportunity to introduce our children to these wonderful 
beings and teach them the role of every animal or bird in the 
lives of our first ancestors.
They also emphasized that anything that reflects the country›s 
true heritage has a significant impact on the soul, thanking 
the officials of the National Day Organizing Committee and 
the Ministry of the Environment for their efforts, which helped raise the new generation to know and love the 
country›s wildlife and nature and learn to preserve them. For the children, seeing such animals cultivates their love 
and the sense of responsibility towards the country›s environment as a national duty. They emphasize that these 
animals give some kind of movement and spirit to the events of Darb Al-Saai where children and families interact 
with them significantly more than any other event.

Al-Ghais

Animals from the Qatari nature.. Quality 
Addition
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Qatari song in cultural seminars on the main stage

Starfish… Children›s Fun
At the main entrance to Darb Al-Saai, there are 
two lakes specially organized to bring visitors 
closer to Qatar’s maritime heritage. Not only did 
the regulators put some fish of varied sizes to 
add a special touch to the lakes as if they were 
part of a deeper sea. A number of children, under 
the direction of supervisors, used a thread in the 
lake and fished in front of the public and with 
cheers in an atmosphere that brought to mind the 
atmosphere of Al Furjan, which overlooked the sea 
directly in Doha, Al Khor and Al Wakra.

Al-Seeb

As part of the programme of cultural symposiums 
accompanying the events and celebrations of the National 
Day, a seminar titled «Qatari song.. A Biography and a 
Method» with the participation of academic and novelist 
Dr. Ahmed Abdul Malik, writer and researcher in media 
and drama Dr. Marzouq Bashir, Director of Publications 
and Translation Department at the Ministry of Culture 
Mohammed Al-Kuwari, artist Mohammed Al-Maqdam, 
and media directorate Amal Abdal Abdul-Maleh.
During the symposium, Dr. Ahmed Abdulmalik spoke about 
the book «Qatari Song» and said that it was divided into 
five sections, the first section includes the directions of the 
country song, the second includes arguments and opinions 
relating to the Gulf and Qatari songs through the Gulf 
voice and the language of the country song, its rhythm, as 
well as the electronic song. The third chapter introduces 
the institutions that contributed to supporting the Qatari 
song, while the fourth one deals with testimonies on the 
Qatari song, while the book concludes with a fifth chapter 
on Qatar artists and affirmations that the Qatari song 
remains an integral part of the Arabic song, there has been 

an artistic harmony and collaboration between many 
Qatari artists and their Arab counterparts. An Arab artistic 
generation’s song also appears to overlap with Qatari ones 
by authors and composers.
Dr. Marzouq Bashir shed light on the book, saying 
«documentation in our region is always controversial 
for multiple reasons, with everyone claiming to have the 
truth”. He explained that many of the books that had been 
chronicled had been rewritten, so the most difficult ones 
in the region were those that describe hisory, because 
history keeps changing, and he pointed out that the scope 
of writing in the song was very broad and sprawling.
On his part, Mr. Mohammed Al-Kuwari said that the 
Ministry of Culture has always endeavoured to document 
and highlight all aspects of Qatari culture and creativity. 
This is not only the Qatari song, but also in many areas, 
such as short story, poets of “Nabat” and “Fus’ha”, 
and the theatre movement. The artist Mohammed al-
Maqdam noted that social media sites and platforms have 
contributed significantly to people›s access to these arts, 
whether through song, poetry or any other type of art
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Pictures from Darb Al-Saai
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Events

Darb Al Saai Events

PublicDaily Forecast

clear From 03:00 to 12:0028 °
Prayer times

Fajr
04:43

Dhuhr
11:26

Asr
02:25

Maghrib
04:45

Isha
06:15
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